
The voice of Ethiopia 

 

Why the military forces (Non TPLF  Federal police forces,  Federal defense forces Amhara, Oromo SNNP 

Special Forces, all region police forces) must support and join hand the Ethiopian people struggle for 

justice, equality, freedom and democracy.  

1. The Federal police and defense force members , use your conscience& try to  understand that 

you are serving in military forces as a secondary citizen , more than 90% of the peace keeping 

forces participate in different parts of African missions are TPLF members and paid in USD    

2. The federal police and defense force members use your conscience, open your eyes , who are 

high ranked personalities in the military where you are serving  (Generals, Colonels, Corporals, 

officers, captains) enjoy luxury life, accumulate wealth, etc. These are from TPLF. A very simple 

example, if you remember after the passed away of Meles, last year in August, there were 33 

persons given a high rank from General level  up to other dignitary/ VIP’s ranks, 25 of them 

were from TPLF, have you asked why that was happened ? What is special for TPLF? This is a 

just question is not rebelling against the constitution.  

3. The federal police and defense force members, have you observed any differences in terms of 

facility, opportunity, training, logistic and other benefits between you and Agazi forces? 

4. Are you sure you are serving the constitution or the TPLF forces, if you are serving the 

constitutions why the TPLF forces request you to fire on you innocent people demonstrate for 

democracy and other human rights depicted in the constitutions itself?     

5. The Regional Special and Police forces, do you believe that you are free and empowered. Are 

you serving the constitution or the TPLF forces? Why you fire on innocent people pay you 

salary. When it comes to critical level why the TPLF forces disarmed you, take the gun from 

you?  That was what happened in 97. They have even fired thousands of police and military 

forces that have been salary was paid from Ethiopian people.  You see they don’t believe you or 

you are not National Force who has been given constitutional mandate, obligation and right. 

6. Please serve the constitution in genuine terms. Say no if you ordered to kill or put in prison the 

innocents demonstrate on the street peacefully; do not repeat the read terror story of 1967- 

69, 1997 that perished thousands , hundreds of sisters and brothers instead support the people 

struggle for freedom, democracy, human right and equality.  

7. The struggle is not to change the current military force and bring another force like what TPLF 

forces propagate or against the constitution. Absolutely not for that. It is all about to change 

the few TPLF oppressive forces caused many misunderstanding among the nations, across the 

country; potentially disintegrate the sovereign Ethiopia into many pieces. This will be followed 

by announcement of reconciliation and reintegration chapter in Ethiopia which is would be 

taken as an assurance to be  free from racism, antagonism, oppression, and corruptions, 

unlawful did,  followed by constitutions based free election and establishments of rule of 

democracy. If you do this, scale down the deliberately manipulated (government and other 

armed forces) religion based conflict your National role will be acknowledged by Ethiopian 



people and you will continue as Ethiopian national force in the coming democratic Ethiopia. 

There is no any plan to dismantle/ change you by other force like what TPLF did on the fall of 

Derge regime. We Ethiopian doesn’t support any force coming with that intention. No more 

blood shade in Ethiopia, stand with Ethiopian people and cooperate. Stay neutral from religion 

based conflict. We Ethiopian cannot be divided by religion. We have thousands of good 

examples and values on coexistence of Muslim and Christians.  Don’t give any room, except 

supporting the people peaceful struggle for freedom and democracy.   

Unless the current status quo changed through peaceful 

struggle, you all are not free, we all not free, and we all   are 

continue to serve as slave for TPLF group.  

 

From responsible citizen  

God bless Ethiopia and the nation  


